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$phere", . thus- c;?n'firming the results prev·iqusly obtained bY 
Sir · Hale ap<l Ad,!iJ;t1s,:, ,ahd 

al'e rea'sons for bellei!'Ing that . tlie ·: 
P'fodt'reing VaJ)OUfS of Mira at a higlier 
lt\itliig'· the igu6: tl)art during- the ·· xS97 111aximum ... , ln·. tile 
fi'!;it• place the. star was 'brighter; and. therefore 

a-cb'Otdiilg to our prese t· wi ' g..inp•eased' tempera-
tiU'e in 1906. Conv-.ri t ' e · -'OXide ·bands in 
the spectrturl of Mir . e . .. . tn . i9o6• tha!i' in r8t'j7, 

:;s these ha,nd a , ' r?rt&W in tile spbt. sj)ectrurn 
than m that of th it ·see111s . to 
conclude that the spot vapdurs. are therefore . cooler than 
those of the. general photOsphere. 

The·. evidence thus afforded by' the temperature, and the 
accompanying spectral; . change-S ',i:Jf Mira from one maxi
m41ll to a .jligher one agrees; with Sir Normari. Lockyer's 

classification· of. the stars wherein similar 
changes, from type to . type, . are held. to determine the 
relati've positions of the Antariarr and Aidebarian groups. 

RECENTLY. DISCOVERED MINOR PLANETS.-In No. 4205 
(October 10) of the A:Str01tomische N achrichten, Prof. 
Bauscbinger gives a list of thirty-four recently discovered 
minor planets showing the permanent designatory number 
that has been to each. The last date of disgpvery 
given is June 9• 1907, nd up to that time six hundred.and' 
thirty-five of these · c s had . been allotted permanent 
numbers. The pres t I also gives the provisional ·desig
nation, the name of the disco-verer, the date of discovery, 
and, where it ha& been allotted, the proper name .by which 
each asteroid is to be known. A second list gives the 
elements for the orbit of each minor planet where they 
have been determined. Fifteen of these objects, which 
were allotted provisional numbers in rgo6-7, have been 
f01md to be identical with previous di£coveries. 

ELEMENTS OF CoMETS 1907a AND 1907d.-A set of para
bolic elements for the orbit of comet 1907a is published 
by Signor E. Tringali in No. 4205 of the Astronomische 
Nachrichten (October 10). 

The same jotn-nal also contains a set of parabolic 
elements for comet 1907d, calculated by Prof. E. 
Millosev. ich from made on June I6, July r8, 
and August 22. The , ults of a number of observations 
of th.e latter comet m e lL't the Kremsmiinster Observatory 
during the period Ju y 4 to August 28 are given by Prof. 
F. Schwab in the same issue. On August r8 the comet 
was of 2·5 magnitude, and its tail was seen to extend r6° 
in the direction from A to 'Y Geminorum. 

THE LIVERPOOL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.-We have re
ceived the annual report of this very active society giving 
a brief resume of the work done and papers read during 
the session rgo6-';. Among the latter, reference may be 
made to the president's address delivered at the opening 
mPeting by Mr. W. E. Plummer, who, in a most interest
ing paper, directed attention to a few of the more urgent 
problems at present facing the practical and the theoretical 
a.Shonomer. 

An excellent photograph of Mr. George Higgs is re
produced as a frontispiece, and that observer contributes 

a ·,shu·.·. rt paper·.de. a .. .. it1t recent advances· in the. absolute 
wave-length measure ents of solar radiation; Some 
curious phenomena we , by Mr. C. T. Whitmeli, 
who. supposed• th'e o to be located· on the. sun, and 
from that standpoint surveyed the solar• systemo Of more 
practical interest werethe papers by the Re'l. R. KiUJp,.on 
the planet Jupiter; Mr, H. Waters, who presented a few 

tO'·beginners.in stellar photography; and. Mr. F. W. 
on work with a' r2hinch reflecting telescope 

9-f 2Minch focus. Thfl. two. papers are illus
tt:ated .by reprodllctioll$ oJ photowaphs, that of the vicinity 
ol 'll Cassiopeire. having. been taken bv Mr. Waters with a 
J!-inrh Voigtlander portrait lens of8 inches .focal leng-th 
mounted on a rough equatorial stand· and driven by band. 

A ¥onERl'l SuN-DI.AL::-TheAugust number of. the Bulletin 
4]/L' S()ciete asrronom,ique . de F.Yan.fe (p. 36o) contains 

the .. modern requiremen.,.e general pul:ilic. The· usu·at 
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gpomon is replaced by a wire dtretehed across . a Tect
ang41ar frame, , its . shadow being . cast : on to · a semi
circ:u!at dial . at' the. The Is adjj.Istable on 
pivots .'to arty ·: and ctlrve.s engraved on the instr\l
fuent give tile 'equation' of' time for every fifth· day. 

sei'ews • are 'Jlrovided · to adjust for' longitude, on'Ce 
for' all, ami. ·fqr>the equation of time; so that no calcula
tion is necessary, the · time being read off directly from the 
dial, which is divided into divisions of five minutes each. 
The instrument is very portable, and the author suggests 
an. irtgenious arrangement of selenium cells whereby the 
hours and•quarters•might'be'struck on one or two·gongs. 

FLEAS AND PLAGUE. 
SIR LAUDER BRUNTON, F.R.S., delivered the 

inaugural address at the openi g ·of the twenty-fifth 
session of the London School f ropkal Medicine on 
Monday, October 25, Mr. R. L trobus, C.B., Assistant 
Under Seer a:ry of St fo Colonies, presiding. 
He describ e camp · 1 t mosquitoes in relation 
to m.a!ari tl y I er ; sleeping sickness, its spread 
along t . mmerce in Africa• and its transmission 
by a ts e y ; and then proceeded to discuss plague. The 
ravages • of this· disease in Europe in the fourteenth century 
under the name of the " Black Death " were described, 
and quotations from contemporary writers were given 
illustrating the terrible condition to which the countries 
attacked were reduced by the pestilimce. 

In India at the present moment the ravages of plague, 
though not so great as those of the Black Death· or of 
the Great Plague in London, are nevertheless dreadfuL 
During the first six· months of this year no less than 
r,o6o;ooo deaths from plague occurred in India, arrd· out 
of these 63z,ooo occurred in the Punjaub, which has a 
population of only twenty-five millions, that is to say, one 
in every forty inhabitants in this district has died of plague 
between January and June. 

It has long been observed that great mortality in rats is 
apt to precede pestilence, and Mr. Hankin suggests that 
the story of the Pied of Hamelin is· a legendary 
account of a plague epidemic. Simond first suggested that 
fleas transmitted the virus, and the most convincing 
experiments have been made by Captain W. Liston, 
l.M:S., who found that 6t per cent. of white rats and 
52 per cent. of Bombay rats 'contraeted plague from fleas 
which had fed upon infected rats. He then found that 
fleaS would infect guinea-pigs. He . further showed that 
guinea-pigs did. not catch plague if they were protected 
from fleas in various ways, e.g. by wire gauze, adhesive 
fly"paper; &c. His experiments have been confirmed and 
extended' by the Advisory Cotrrmittee appointed by the 
Secretary of State for. India, the Royal Society, and the 
Lister Institute, who concl11ded from their experiments 
that:-

(r) Close contact w.ith infected animals does not give 
rise to plague epidemic ·among guinea-pigs when fleas are 
excluded. 

(2) If fleas are present, epidemic starts at once. 
(3) An epidemic may be started when no contact with 

a plague-infected animal is allowed, when fleas from in
fected animals are introduced. 

(4) Infection can take place· without the an>mal being 
in contact · with the ground. Thus a put in 
a wire cage and suspended 2 inches from the !!rOund con
tracted disease. 

(5) Aerial infection did not take 'Place if the cage was 
2 feet (that is. more than fleas jump) from the ground. 

(6) In all the animals thus naturally infected the large 
proportion, 90 per . cent. (nearly), of the buboes . were in 
the neck ; 179 animals were examined, and in ob'tainin!:( 
fleas from animals 65-3 per cent. were obtained from head 
and neck. 

The gre3.t difficulties in the wav of preventive measures 
are ignorance and apathy, which superstition· is· often 
superadded. I·n some· parts of Ihdra there is Jtret).t' pi'e
judke . a!l;ainst taking life of any kind, . but this· is. not 
uniVersal. because in par.ts goats are .offered .to Kalee, 
the Goodess of Destruction. If. the ·Brahmins could per-
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suade the ·natives that the sacrifice of a . dead rat as often 
as possible to Kalee would avert pestilence, rats would 
very soon be destroyed, and plague would be at an end. 

Cases of .plague from time to time arrive at the Port 
of London, and rats might therefore become infected and 
start a pestilence in our midst. We are a foolish 
policy in allowing rat- and flea-infected districts to exist in 
the East End of London and other similar places. 

THE THIRD" PREHISTORIC" CONGRESS OF 
FRANCE. 

THI:: third Congres prebistorique de Fr.ance was held 
at Autun (SaOne and L ire from August 12 to 

August z8, and racte som 3 adherents, about fifty 
mare than did t congr s h nnes ln zgo6. More 
than 150 arch gist t n the .scientific meetings 
and elkursions · d a n. 

op ned in 

i 
a ess elcome wa,..lil:· jl'llll'<!r··ed by the Mayor of 
u The Dr. . Gueb rd and Dr. Marcel Baudouin, 
p sident a en secretary respectively of the 

s, made t ual statements, and were followed 
by th official egate of the Minister of Public Instruc
tion, . Ma ruchot, of the Faculty of Paris and director 
of r Alesia. Prof. Matruchot congratulated the Societe 

· t.Pf'lque de France on the success it has attained, 
ana conveyed to it the compliments of the Government. 

On Monday evening, August 12, the congressists 
attended a reception at the Town Hall at the invitation 
of the learned societies of Autun, a group of bodies held 
in high respect in France. The brilliancy of this gather
ing was enhanced by the presence of numerous professors 
and men of science from other lands, the list of those 
present including the names of M. Rutot .(Brussels), Prof. 
Cossina (Berlin), MM. 0. Montelius (Stockholm), 
Valdemar Schmidt (Copenhagen), Count Zeppelin d'Arle
hausen (prefect of M. Wassre (Switzerland), 
MM. Lewis and Dickins Peabody (U.S.A.), 
&c. · In addition to several Germ{ln professors who assisted 
in the meetings of the congress, there also present 
Profs. Adrien de Mortillet (Paris), P. Girod (Clermont
Ferrand), Dr. Henri Martin, M. Edmond Hue, M. Gustave 
Chauvet (Ruffec) , Dr. Baudon, deputy of Beauvai,s ,. .&c. 

Among the subjects discussed should be mentioned that 
which treated of the prehistoric features of the Eduen 
country, in which the congress was held, and which was 
celebrated in the Roman history of Gaul. In the environs 
of Autun itself is situated the "Champ de Ia Justice," 
a Neolithic station which has furnished a number of 
" fi.nds," and formerly included a fine megalithic align
ment, which to-day is totally destroyed. This was visited 
by those who attended the congress, and there is in
dubitable evidence that it was formerly an ancient fortified 
camp, of which only the eastern side of the vallum, which 
has been investigated by M. Dechellette, remains. 

Part of another evening was devoted to each of the 
walls of the town, and groups of the congressists also 
visited the Roman remains of Autun, which is surrounded 
on all sides by primitive ramparts dating from the time 
of Augustus ; the temple of J aPms, the sepulchral pyramid 
of Couhard, and the principal gates, such as La Porte 
St. Andre and La Porte d 'Arroux. were amongst the sites 
visited. Then another place of great interest was found 
in the Roman theatre, at one time an important struc
ture, now a mass of ruins, which, however, forms one of 
the chief attractions to tourists in Autun. 

The principal question on the agenda of the congress 
was that of prehistoric camps and fortifications, which 
have been thoroughly examined by the learned · president 
of the meeting, M. Guebhard. These were clearly de
scribed and discussed by the president before a large meet
ing of the whole . congress held in the theatre on the 
evening of August IJ.. The exposition was rendered more 
enjoyable by the lantern-projection of more than IJO slides, 
and was so . received .by the large audience 
present that another afternoon was devoted to this complex 
subject. 

Another lantern lecture delivered, on the afternoon 
of August 14, by Mr. Lewis (England), his subject being 
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the principal megaliths of England, whilst Mr. F. V. 
Dickins (England) exhibited a number of photographs of 
Japanese megaliths taken by M. Goodhan. These 
graphs were greatly appreciated by the audience, and,. 
the subsequent discussion, Dr . . Marcel Baudouin, the great 
French authority on the study of megaliths, insisted upo,n 
the great interest of the English cromlechs and of the 
Japanese allees cou-vertes, which belong to a more recent 
epoch, and of which the funeral ornaments singularly 
recall those of the Gaulish . sepultures. 

This meeting concluded with a lantern demonstration 
given by Henri Martin, who dea:l.t with the remains, 
showing tra·ces of utilisation, found at stations of the 
Mousterienne epoch in Cli'arente and Dordogne. 

It is not advisable to describe here all the 
cations discussed at the congress, but it should be recorded 
that, concerning the megaliths, it seems to be generally 
admitted in France that the monuments were unquestion
ably oriented for a set purpose. Dr. Baudouin, who, 
following Gaillard (of Plouharnel) and many others·, scien
tifically defends this theory in France, stated that the 
orientation varies from N.E. to S.S.E. in Brittany and 
Vendee, and clearly refers to the rising suri if one takes 
into account the latitude of the place and, an important 
factor, the momentous seasons. 

The variation of the orientations indicates that in er.ect
ing these monuments all the seasons were considered, 
although the alignments to the winter sun predominate, as 
in Brittany, where the most frequent direction is S;S;E. 
This is in good accordance with the results of the work 
recently prosecuted in England concerning this important 
problem. The author also insisted upon the relations 
between menhirs and dolmens, and showed by an example, 

and indisputable, that the menhirs were really 
indicators of megalithic sepultures, or of the limits of the 
necropolis of this epoch. By using two certain holed 
stones as indicators, he was enabled to discover an al!de 
couverte which was buried under the soil, and had until 
then remained undiscovered. This " find," made with re
markable scientific precision, was received by numerous 
foreign congressists as a striking example of the value 
of a theory which many of them still ignore. 

The question of the place the Aurignacien stratum 
should occupy in the classification of Palreolithic indus
tries was also discussed at length, first at Autun by Prof. 
Girod, then at Solutre itself by Dr. Arcelin, jun., and 
M. Adrien de Mortillet. One sees that the excavations of 
Solutn\ shou'ld afford the much-desired solution of this 
problem, but it is not there, for the stratigraphy of that 
classical station is very intricate owing to serious land
slides, and the consequent over-running, which detracts a:ll 
meaning from the disposition of the layers laid bare by 
the recent work of M. Arcelin, jun. This worker believes, 
however, the sous-solutreenne layer to be re-mounted; but 
M. de Mortillet holds the opposite opinion, and believes 
that the over-running is real. 

The question of forgeries was also discussed, and it was 
decided that it is necessary to warn prehistorians con
cerning " finds" in the Charollais country, near Autun. 
Possibly some of the Neolithic arrows of bizarre shapes 
are genuine, but it is certain that others are the work 
of clever forgers. 

" Eoliths," the fruitful source of much debate, also 
came up for discussion. The subject seems threadbare in 
spite of the frequent writings of M. Rutot. He apparently 
admits that there are " eoliths " of every epoch of the 
" Stone age," but the true " eoliths " are those which 
correspond to the Tertiary deposits and suddenly appear 
in the Lower Quaternary. This is what may be .called, 
with Dr. Baudouin, the Prechelleen, without entering into 
the detail of the layers. 

Four days, instead of three, -were this year devoted to 
the final stages of the congress, the session being 
augmented by one day for this purpose. In this time all 
the camps were visited, special attention being paid to the 
stations of the Iron age. Thus, in the days devoted to 
the more extensive excursions, the congressists visited 
Mont Beuvray, near Autun, which, under the. name of 
Bibracte, was formerly .the central Oppidum of the Aedui. 
Here are carefully preserved the precious remains of braTe 
Gaulois; of which other specimens were also seen in the 
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